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Abstract: In

this brief paper, we equate behaviourism with the black box of the mind. We see that the model of the mind
as the function equalling the derivate yields the time associated with AT Math. We also see that where the mind meets
the decision tree yields the gravitational constant. Behaviourism is therefore put on a mathematical basis.
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INTRODUCTION
B.F. Skinner’s Behaviourism considers only the activities of humans and not what goes on inside the mind of
that person. Behaviour can be thought of as a force overcoming gravity; and the mind we know from Astrothoelogy,
follows as y=y’ If we set these equal to each other, where behaviour meets the black box of the mind, we have:
y=y’
∫y=∫y’
y²/2=y
y/2=1
y=2
Newton’s Gravitational Equation:
F=GM1M2/ R²
Let M2=R=1
F=GM
Behavior =Mind
F=2
GM=2
6.67=2
M=3=c
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But F=Ma
=3(1/√2)=21.21
v=d/t
t=d/v=21/3=7
F/c=2121/3=0.707=1/√2
t/F= 7 / (1/√2)=1.0005~1

Figure 1 The Binominal Tree of Universal decisions
211/2=111
111x2=211
v=d/t
211/t=2.9979=c
t=6.67=G

CONCLUSION
We see that AT Math can provide light on Skinner’s Behaviourism.
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